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INTEROPERABILITY OF MONITORING-RELATED TOOLS
Networking, distributed and grid computing have become the commonly used paradigms of
programming. Due to the complicated nature of distributed and grid systems and the increas-
ing complexity of the applications designed for these architectures, the development process
needs to be supported by different kinds of tools at every stage of a development process. In
order to avoid improper influences of one tool to another these tools must cooperate. The
cooperation ability is called interoperability. Tools can interoperate on different levels, from
exchanging the data in common format, to a semantical level by executing some action as
a result of an event in another tool. In this paper we present some interoperability models,
with focus on their advantages and major problems due to their use. We also present an
interoperability model designed and used in the JINEXT extension to OMIS specification,
intended to provide interoperability for OMIS-compliant tools.
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INTEROPERABILNOŚĆ NARZĘDZI MONITORUJĄCYCH
Przetwarzanie rozproszone i gridowe jest obecnie dominującym paradygmatem
obliczeniowym. Skomplikowany charakter systemów rozproszonych i gridowych oraz
rosnąca złożoność projektowanych aplikacji sprawia, że na każdym etapie tworzenia systemu
informatycznego konieczne staje się użycie narzędzi wspierających ten proces. Aby uniknąć
zakłócenia pracy jednego narzędzia przez pracę innego, narzędzia te muszą współpracować.
Zdolność ta nazywana jest interoperabilnością. Interoperabilność można rozpatrywać na
kilku poziomach, począwszy od wspólnego formatu danych, a skończywszy na poziomie
semantycznym, na którym jedno z narzędzi reaguje wykonaniem pewnej akcji w odpowiedzi
na zdarzenie wygenerowane przez inne z narzędzi. W artykule przedstawiono kilka modeli
interoperabilności, opisując zalety i wady każdego z nich. Przedstawiono również model
zastosowany w JINEXT, rozszerzeniu specyfikacji OMIS o mechanizm interoperabilności.
Słowa kluczowe: interoperabilność, JINEXT, mediator, narzędzia, system monitorujący,
OMIS
1. Introduction
In the world of nowaday’s computer science creating new applications has become a
very difficult, often long-term process. The quick evolution of software engineering and
increasing requirements relating to created products in range of commercial systems
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or also scientific applications cause the developing new software becomes more and
more difficult. Developers create more and more large, also more complex systems.
At the same time parallel, distributed and grid processing has became undoubtedly
a predominant computational paradigm. Developing applications to be used on these
types of architecture creates many additional problems. A complexity of problems
solved with them grows up.
1.1. What is ”monitoring tool”?
In order to simplify, accelerate as well as to minimize the number of errors, bugs
and mistakes done during a development process, it is necessary to use additional
tools supporting this process. The set of applied tools, also known as toolset, should
be used in every phase of forming a new computer system process from writing a
specification to testing the finished software product. Applications supporting the
process of creating software systems are called monitoring tools.
A simple definition of monitoring tool is as follows [7]:
Monitoring tool – is a run time application which is used to observe and/or ma-
nipulate the execution of a software system.
Monitoring tools are used to support a development process as well as to trace
the workflow of a running program, analyzing some aspects of its work, delivering the
user of the system feedback information about it, or even modifying the workflow of
the system. Popular examples of such tools are debugger and profiler. Another well
known example is load balancer responsible for equal load of each node in a distributed
environment.
1.2. The concept of the interoperability of monitoring tools
As one can see the clue of the monitoring issue is that two or more tools are monitoring
the target application at the same time. This means that different tools, used to
analyze different aspects of a monitored system can run simultaneously. These tools
are often provided by different vendors, written in different programming languages.
To make a simultaneous functioning of tools possible they must interoperate.
1.2.1. Definition
While skipping other language-related or system-related aspects of interoperability,
we will concentrate on the concept of interoperability as the ability of monitoring tools
to cooperate. However, the interoperability term can be defined in a few different ways
depending on the aspect chosen as the most important and the most interesting in a
particular area. According toANSI IEEE interoperability is defined in the followingway:
Interoperability – the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange
information and to use the information that has been exchanged.
The above definition stresses the information exchange aspect. As an example
a simple situation can be described when two people speaking completely different
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languages are trying to communicate. As a result they can exchange information but
unless they find a way how to interpret the information it will be useless. A similar
situation can be considered when talking about an interaction of monitoring tools
using completely different data formats. The IEEE’s definition of interoperability
emphasizes the common semantics of exchanged information which must be shared
by all cooperating systems. The semantic level of information is also considered in
Fisher’s definition (accroding to [3]):
Interoperability – the ability of two or more applications to communicate with
each other. Any application in a given toolset can communicate with any other
application in a reliable way. Exchange of information is done on syntactical as
well as on semantic level.
In literature there can be found some other definitions of interoperability. Wielden
and Kaplan underline the fact that cooperating applications are usually written in
different programming languages, working on different hardware platforms [12]. They
propose the following definition:
Interoperability – the ability of two or more software components written in dif-
ferent programming languages (C++, Java, etc.) to interact and communicate
with each other.
The variety of programming languages and different software platforms are
stressed in the interoperability definition presented by Howie, Kunz and Law (ac-
cording to [3]):
Interoperability – the ability of two or more software components to share and
process common information regardless of differences between software platform
and programming languages they are implemented in.
The interoperability definition proposed by American National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology emphasizes the fact that interoperating applications are dis-
tributed, often running on different nodes [13].
Interoperability – the ability of applications started and run on different machines
to exchange information and cooperate in processing this information.
Wegner [10] notices another aspect of interoperability as follows:
Interoperability – the property of the autonomous, heterogenous and independent-
ly developed software components of interaction between each other.
1.3. Common aspects of the issue of interoperability
Even a short analysis of the monitoring tools’ cooperative issue leads to a simple
conclusion that the interoperability of the monitoring tools is a very difficult prob-
lem, full of potential dangers. There are very few coherent sets of monitoring tools
(toolsets) which can be used to support the process of designing, implementing and
maintaining software systems. Using systems which come from different vendors may
cause a lot of problems due to different techniques of monitoring, different formats of
exchanged data produced when monitoring, and also completely different work logics.
Using such tools from different vendors may not accelerate the developing process but
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even disturb it. Let’s consider a situation when one monitoring tool, for example a
debugger, modifies the code of the application, let’s say by inserting a trap instruction
in the middle of it. If there is another monitoring tool, e.g. a profiler operating on the
same application and that tool is not informed about actions of the debugger, changes
to the code may seriously affect the functioning of the second tool, even causing its
failure. One way to avoid such situations is to assure that a monitoring system meets
some requirements connected with different levels of abstraction. Structural and logical
conflicts, which are the common problems, will be presented, with special attention
to the consistency and transparency aspects of the logical conflicts.
1.3.1. Structural conflicts
The first problem is to run the tools concurrently. Concurrency means that monitoring
tools are working at the same time being attached to the same software system, to
the same application.
In order to solve the concurrency problem, a proper runtime infrastructure should
be provided. Monitoring tools are usually based on some module that is responsible
for acquiring the necessary data during run-time. This module is called monitoring
system [7]. A monitoring system may be responsible for providing a mechanism of a
concurrent execution of monitoring tools, avoiding a negative influence of concurrently
executed monitoring tools on each other, should manage the common resources etc.
All the above problems are called structural conflicts. To avoid structural conflicts
the functioning of monitoring tools should be coordinated. The only way to coordinate
monitoring tools is to execute them with a common monitoring system as explained
above.
1.3.2. Logical conflicts
Even if all problems resulting from structural conflicts are solved, logical conflicts may
still be encountered. Logical conflicts are connected with semantical issues.
Consistency aspect. As long as logical conflicts are not solved tools can not
consistently co-exist. To better understand the consistency problem, let’s consider two
monitoring tools, a visualizer and a load balancer both monitoring the same target
system. In order to balance the CPU load of each node, on which the target system
executes, the load balancer may decide to migrate one task of the target system from
node A to node B. The visualizer is monitoring the node A of the migrated task and
displays information that the task is executed on node A.
In other words, more formally, the consistency problem can be described as
read/write access conflict [3]. Every operation on the target system can be considered
as a read or write access. If the monitoring tool wants to receive information about
some aspect of the target system (e.g. the node a task is executed on) it is called read
operation. If the monitoring tool manipulates and modifies the state of the target
system (e.g. migrates a task from one node to another) it is called write operation.
A read access starts at the moment of reading a value of a target system’s property.
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The end of read access is the moment at which the monitoring tool assumes no longer
that the read value is the same as at the beginning. Similarly, write access can be
defined. Now, a conflict arises if a read access to an object temporally overlaps with
a write access.
To resolve logical conflicts, the monitoring system and also monitoring tools have
to be notified. On one hand, the monitoring system must provide a mechanism to
notify the tools about other tools’ access and modification of the target system. On
the other hand, monitoring tools must execute some actions on these notifications,
process them and update any internally held or assumed information about the target
system [5]. These two elements are necessary to provide consistency.
Transparency aspect
By analogy to the consistency conflict, the transparency conflict arises if one
monitoring tool has write access to some value while another tool is still active and
possesses the value. In the transparency conflict the tool sees a changed value in place
of the original state. This is an unwanted situation because we would like to assume
changes to the target system are transparent for another tools. Transparency means
that in some cases the presence of a monitoring tool should be invisible for other
monitoring tools. The observation of changes introduced by a tool is just a side effect.
In order to explain we use an example that follows. Let’s take a debugger tool which
inserts a trap instruction into the code of a monitored application. This is necessary
to set a breakpoint at a particular address during debugging. If the presence of the
debugger and the changes introduced are not transparent, another monitoring tool
may read a trap instruction inserted by the debugger as the original part of the target
application’s code. And this is just a side effect. In case of the transparency problem,
the tool which modifies the state of some object needs to intercept accesses to the
modified state value and to handle their results in a relevant way [9].
2. An overview of related work
The interoperability term is just one instance of a more general issue of software
systems interconnection problem in which the nature and granularity of the systems
are left unspecified [11]. It is generally recognized that the integration of tools requires
three steps:
1. data interoperability – how tools can exchange and share data structures repre-
senting application specific information;
2. control interoperability – how tools can communicate and cooperate with each
other;
3. user-interface interoperability – how user interfaces can be designed to provide a
common, uniform appearance and behavior;
From above ones the most interesting is control interoperability also known as
interoperability on semantic level. On this level cooperating tools should have pos-
sibility to interpret actions and events generated by other ones. They should know
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what they mean and what to do if a given tool executes some action. The semantic
level is needed to solve all structural and logical conflicts described in Section 1.3.
A number of different interoperability models can be found. In the following
sections we will present the most popular semantic level interoperability models with
an example of the editor and compiler objects. The interoperability of these two
objects means that in case of changing a source code in an editor, the compiler will be
informed about it and will automatically recompile the code to let it stay up-to-date.
2.1. Encapsulation
The encapsulation method combines software components into a bigger, monolithic
system, called wrapper which encapsulates individual tools [4]. These tools cannot
be accessed directly by clients. Encapsulation forces the client to use the wrapper,
ensuring integration. The only access to tools’ methods is possible from within the
body of wrapper routines which can be called by the client. By calling a wrapper’s
method by the user, the wrapper not only executes software object’s procedures but
also does some integrity steps. Without integration the editor could, e.g., save a source
file but without the compiler being run. The wrapper provides then its own interface.
The scheme of this model is presented in Figure 1. The client is not allowed to call
editor’s and compiler’s methods (grey colored) directly. The client’s invocations are
shown with arrows.
Fig. 1. The encapsulation method schema
The major advantage of this solution is that in case of the integration of different
tools there is no need to change their source code. Instead, other code, wrapper’s code,
has to be added. On the other hand, clients of the system must be changed. The
wrapper’s Wrapper.EditorSave() method has to be called instead of Editor.Save().
Another disadvantage is that the wrapper solution results in monolithic types [4].
A single wrapper realizes every aspect of each specification. When more behaviors and
relationships between tools are needed, it may lead to large wrappers with complex
interfaces. The scalability of such systems is rather poor. So does the evolution.
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It means that if the functionality of any tool is changed or a new relation between
tools is introduced the source code of the tool and the wrapper have to be modified
in many places.
2.2. Hardwiring
On the contrary to the encapsulation method, hardwiring needs the source code of
tools be modified. If two monitoring tools need to cooperate, they have to make calls
to each other. It means that the programmers have to insert a call to compiler’s
operation in a source code of the editor’s save method, but the clients’ code does not
have to be changed. Clients depend on the tools’ interfaces only. The scheme of this
model is presented in Figure 2. Dotted arrows mean that the editor tool calls directly
the compiler object to execute the Compile method.
Fig. 2. The hardwiring method schema
Modifications to the functionality of any tool cause some serious problems. Re-
lations between tools are complex and tools must reference each other, so changing
tool’s functionality needs changes to the source code of both of them.
2.3. Implicit invocation
This solution is very similar to hardwiring. The main difference is providing different
relationship structures between tools. A given tool can register another tool to be
invoked by its events. Instead of the editor calling the compiler, the compiler can
register with the editor to be notified when the editor announces a file saved event.
Implicit invocation is an old idea. Because of a great similarity to the hardwiring
model, problems with the implicit invocation method are the same as in case of the
hardwiring model [4]. A scheme of this model is presented in Figure 3.
Fig. 3. The implicit invocation scheme
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2.4. Broadcast Message Servers
In the broadcast message server (BMS) solution, a specialized server is used to coor-
dinate communication between different tools. Each tool informs the server about the
actions it supports. If a given tool wants to invoke an action provided by another tool,
the server is used as the intermediator. If a given tool wants to inform other tools
about its events also sends a special announcing message to the server. Every tool
should subscribe for events it wants to be notified about. In our example the broad-
cast server calls directly Compiler.Compile() method whenever the editor announces
the server about saving a modified file.
A scheme of this model is presented in Figure 4. The server is used to remember
subscriptions for events.
Fig. 4. The broad message server approach scheme
The major advantage of this model is providing an additional level of indepen-
dence in tools’ relations. Cooperating tools rely on interfaces of each other. It means
that every change in some tool interface results in the necessity of changing another
tools implementation. BMS model could be considered a monolithic solution [4].
2.5. Mediator
The mediator model underlines the separation between a behavior and tools which
implements this behavior. On the one side, in the mediator model, there are behaviors
provided by tools, on the other side there are behavioral relations. A behavioral relation
is the connection between two behaviors of two different tools. Each behavior in the
model is implemented by an object that represents this behavior. Adding relationships
to the behavioral model results in adding an object that represents this relationship.
The mediator solution characterizes a high level of dynamics [4].
Each behavior in the mediator model is realized by a proper abstract behavioral
type (ABT) [3]. For instance, an editor behavior is realized by Editor ABT with an
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operation to save a file and event Saved(). A behavioral relationship is realized by the
mediator. Having registered the UponSave() operation with this event, it is invoked
whenever the event is raised. It should be underlined that the mediator is external
to the objects whose behaviors are integrated. A scheme of this model is presented
in Figure 5. The editor is viewed as an object which provides the Save() action and
generates Saved() action. A notification about saving a file is done by the broadcast
message. The Mediator ”captures” this message and calls the compiler’s Compile()
method. The mediator is used to externalize a behavior relationship between Compiler
and Editor.
Fig. 5. The mediator approach scheme
The mediator solution guarantees flexibility in changing relations between tools.
E.g. if we would like to improve the behavior of a compiler so it recompiles a modified
file only if CPU load is low, only the behavioral relationship can be changed. The
editor and compiler do not have to be changed. Moreover, if we want to commit
the modified file to a repository system (e.g. CVS.) each time it is modified, we
can introduce an additional tool. Improving the behavioral model is to add another
relation between the new tool and the editor.
The major advantage of this solution is that developers and analysts are enabled
to focus clearly on behaviors and their relationships. The behavioral relationship
modelling provides a framework, ready to use design scheme that helps think clearly
about integrated behaviors. Graph structures can be used to present behaviors and
relations between them. Adding a behavior can be mapped to adding a vertex into
graph as presented in Figure 6. Introducing a new relationship results in adding
a new edge. This causes that the mediator solution simplifies the integration and
evolution process. The vertices of the graph represent the behaviors provided by tools
and the edges reflects behavioral relations. In case system evolves a new behavioral
relation can be added without a system’s source code modification. In Figure 6b
a new behavioral relation between the Compiler and the Debugger is added. The new
relation (restarting an application in the debugger after recompiling its source code)
is represented by an edge added to the graph.
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UponSave()−>Compile()
Compiler.
Compile() Compiler.
Compile()
Restart()
Debugger.
Restart()
Debugger.
Editor.Save() Editor.Save()
UponSaveAndCPUload()−>Compile() UponCompile()−>Restart()
a) b)
Fig. 6. The mediator graph
2.6. Agent system based models
In order to solve common interoperability problems, models based on agent systems
can be used. Of course, an analogy between monitoring tools and agent systems is
only fragmentary but if we interpret a monitoring tool as an agent system providing
some functionality the analogy is possible. To achieve this, two types of monitoring
tools should be distinguished [8]:
1. Provider – a tool which is providing some services. Its features is the ability to sat-
isfy strictly specified requests, e.g. to carry out some measurement, start/suspend
some process etc.
2. Requester – a tool which has the ability of sending a request to a provider and
consuming information returned by it. The results can be provided to the user
in a special form, such as a user understandable chart.
An example of a system realizing such a model is LARKS [8]. There is a spe-
cialized layer (realized as an independent agent system) called matchmaker, used as
an intermediator between the provider and requester. The main task of matchmak-
er is to find a proper tool registered in the system, which will be able to realize a
request submitted by another tool. Each tool which wants to cooperate with other
tools should register itself in the matchmaker informing it about the services it can
realize. Each request sent by the requester should be forwarded to the matchmaker
instead to a particular tool. The matchmaker returns the list of tools which can serve
the request. The requester chooses a relevant tool from the list.
In the above solution an exact matching of a request and a service the provided
by provider is not necessary. It means that the matchmaker chooses services which
are most suitable and similar to the requested one. It is necessary to use a mechanism
which will be able to interpret the meaning of a requested service and to choose the
best one from all provided ones. The suitability of a service is considered in terms
of semantics. It means that in a matching process not only services parameters and
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a result in taken into consideration but also the semantic meaning of a service. It is
more important what a service does than what the service’s parameter names are.
An example of the above mechanism is Agents Capability Description Language
(ACDL) [8]. This language is used to describe the services provided by a given tool.
A description involves both, semantical and structural aspects of a service.
The process of matching services and a called request is realized in the following
steps of filtration and selection:
1. Context matching
From all tools these ones will be filtered which are able to realize services in a
given context. By the context term a particular domain is meant. In one context
there can be, e.g., on-line monitoring tools, another one may be used to repre-
sent monitoring tools operating at the process, network levels etc. Distinguishing
between contexts is arbitrary, depending on particular system’s requirements.
Filtering is the process of selecting services which are candidates to support the
request. During filtering, useless services are omitted.
2. Syntactical matching
From all the tools filtered in Step 1, those ones will be filtered which provide
services similar to the requested one at the syntactical level, which means the
similarity (or identity) of input/output parameters.
3. Semantical matching
From all tools filtered in Step 2, those tools will be chosen which provide services
similar to the requested one at the semantical level. The estimation in this step is
carried out based on pre- and post-conditions which are attached to the definition
of each service registered in the matchmaker. These conditions must be met as
to the input parameters and result of the service.
3. JINEXT model of interoperability
In order to solve the structural/logical problems and to provide interoperability of
monitoring tools which comply to the OMIS interface we designed JINEXT – Java
INTeroperability EXTension to OMIS. OMIS (On-line Monitoring Interface Specifi-
cation) [6] is a well known specification of a monitoring system/tools interface archi-
tecture and JINEXT is an extension to it aimed at providing interoperability support.
For details about JINEXT and its implementation please see references [5]. In this
article we will just briefly present the main ideas underlying our model of the inter-
operability.
The model used in JINEXT is based on the mediator model described in Sec-
tion 2.5. In JINEXT, each tool must implement a single interface, called tool type.
This interface simply defines which actions can be executed by such a tool and what
events can be raised by it.
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unconditional request
:jinext_request(...)
conditional request
jinext_action(...)
Tool B
Tool A
event mapping
JINEXT events
mediators
JINEXT actions
generates
handled by
generate
Fig. 7. The JINEXT interoperability model
JINEXT uses the idea of mediators, however it also extends the mediator model
in the way presented in Figure 7. If a monitoring tool sends a request to monitoring
system (any direct communication with another tool is forbidden), the requested
service is translated into one ore more JINEXT events using event mappings. In
other words, each requested service (e.g. monitoring system’s service) can generate
one or more JINEXT events. Special structures called event mappings are used during
translation. Then mediators come to handle a JINEXT event and generate JINEXT
actions executed by destination tools. Each mediator connects a single event generated
by a tool of type A with a single action to be executed by tool of type B. What differs
the JINEXT mediator of the mediator presented in Section 2.5 is the use of mediator
function. While the mediator in JINEXT refers to an abstract behavioral relation only,
the mediator function implements this relation. A mediator defines that if tool A raises
event X then tool B should execute action Y while a mediator function is responsible
for translating the parameters of event X into parameters of action Y.
The important advantage of the model used in JINEXT is the simplicity of adding
a new relation between the monitoring tools while their implementation stays unmod-
ified. Moreover, the mediator function makes it possible to change the behavior of tool
B (used in above example) while the mediator remains the same. It means that mon-
itoring tool’s behavior can be flexibly changed by providing new mediator functions,
while the very mediators remain untouched, after they have been once well defined.
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4. Conclusions and future work
As we mentioned developing a new application in nowadays is becoming an increas-
ingly complicated process. Analysts, designers, and programmers have to solve more
and more difficult problems. To do so they need a set of integrated monitoring tools
supporting the software development. The tools must interoperate we discussed.
Some interoperability models were proposed during the last period. Each of them
has advantages and, of course, disadvantages when used. The most interesting model
is the mediator one. In JINEXT we extended the idea of mediators so it can be
used in an OMIS compliant monitoring system. The mediator model presented in
the paper provides a separation of a monitoring tool’s behavior and the relations
between tools. It means that implementation of monitoring tools can be carried out
separately from the design of relationships between them. In this way we can provide
a clearly defined graph of relations between the events and actions of different tool
types. The mediator function proposed in JINEXT goes further. By changing the
mediator function the developer can change the details of the action generated as
the result of some event while the graph of relations between different tools remains
unmodified. The next step of design the JINEXT model of interoperability is to
extend it for grid support.
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